
(Description last updated 7/16/2014)

Column Column Name Format Description
Length limit in 
characters

A FID string Unique Identifier automatically assigned by the system.
B id string Unique Identifier automatically assigned by the system.

C api integer
Unique well identifier assigned to each well assigned by the American 
Petroleum Institute (API).

D county string The name of the county in Texas where the well is located. 64

E lease string
A name assigned to a lease by a regulatory agency that has 
jurisdiction over the minerals in the area where a lease is located.

64

F formation string
The reported geologic formation from which hydrocarbons are 
produced in a well.

64

G fm_at_td string
Name of the geologic formation encountered at the well's total 
depth.

64

H lat decimal WGS1984 geographical coordinate Latitude 
I long decimal WGS1984 geographical coordinate Longitude 
J tvd decimal Total vertical depth (ft)

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions based on the information available should be made after a thorough 
due diligence by the user.

Borehole Temperature Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_borehole_materialized.zip

Heat Flow Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_heatflow_materialized.zip

Well Header Observation, available at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_wellheader_materialized.zip

Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) Master Wells Dataset Contribution

This describes the column order and description for data provided by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) at the 
University of Texas, Austin.  These data were provided by BEG to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the 
National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) Project sponsored by the Department of Energy under grant DE-EE0002852.  
Some or all of these data were additionally made available via the NGDS through the interactive interface available at 
the SMU Node of the NGDS (http://geothermal.smu.edu) and/or through various 'content models' developed for use in 
exchanging information across the NGDS.  Additional information on the content model formats is available at 
http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

This particular set, the BEG Master Wells Data contribution, populates the following NGDS content models, which may 
be combined with other organizations' data when available : 

The BEG Texas Wells database is available as a discrete dataset at 
http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/staging.beg_well_view_materialized.zip

Disclaimer

Abstract:  This file contains consolidated well records from the Bureau of Economic Geology’s Integrated Core and 
Log Database supplemented with additional records from the Texas Railroad Commission Files and donated well log 
files from a number of private and public agencies.  Important information for each well includes the API number, 
latitude and longitude location for the well head, well depth and bottom-hole temperature measured at the time of 
drilling.  Where available the formation at the total well depth is included as well as additional information such as 
multiple bottom hole measurements at different depths, formation characteristics and well production information.  
Reported bottom-hole temperatures are corrected using a modified Harrison method as described in Blackwell, 
Richards and Stepp (2010). Efforts have been made to enter the data as reported on the original well logs or scout 
sheets and to identify and remove obviously anomalous data points; however careful assessment by the user should 
be exercised.  This dataset represents an extensive compilation of oil and gas wells bottom-hole temperatures and 
valuable well to well properties that was not previously available in an easily accessible format.
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K depth decimal Depth in ft 

L bht decimal
The measured temperature at or near the bottom of the wellbore or 
the tested formation.

M depth_m decimal Depth in meters (m)
N bht_c decimal Raw bottom-hole temperature °C
O bht_c_cor decimal Corrected bottom-hole temperature °C
P bht_f_cor decimal Corrected bottom-hole temperature °F

Q gradient_per_1000ft decimal
The rate of temperature change in a field measured per 1000 feet 
using Corrected temperature °F.

R source string

Major sources where well data was obtained.  Sources include SMU 
Geothermal Laboratory | TRC| Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) | 
Texas Rail Road Commission (RRC)| SMU Regional Heat Flow 
Database| IGOR| MLK Technologies Database.

64

S wellname string Well name obtained from well header. 64
T wellid string IGOR Integrated Core and Log Database internal number. 64
U logid string IGOR Integrated Core and Log Database internal number. 32
V number_run integer Number of log run on a well.
W log_date date The date a particular log survey was run in a well. 10

X location string
METES and Bounds land survey description of well head location, 
found on well logs. 

256

Y operator_n string
Company or individual who had control and management of the 
drilling procedures at the time a well was completed.

64

Z accession_log_beg string Unique number assigned to accession log (BEG). 32
AA state_name string State name, Texas 32
AB casing_size_inches decimal The outside diameter of well casing in inches.

AC casing_depth decimal
The measured depth from a well elevation reference point to the 
bottom of the casing string in feet.

AD liner_inches decimal Diameter of the outside of the casing liner inches.

AE liner_top decimal
The measured distance from a well elevation reference point to the 
top of the liner.

AF liner_base decimal
The measured distance from a well elevation reference point to the 
bottom of the liner.

AG log_types string

Identifies the type of downhole log survey run in a well i.e. Dual 
Induction | Laterolog | BHC Sonic | Dual Induction | Caliper | 
Compensated Neutron | Temperature Log | Gamma Ray | Density | 
Porosity |

128

AH in_core_db string Core exist at BEG Core database. 16
AI accession_core_beg string Unique number assigned to accession Core (BEG). 32
AJ prod_reservoir_1 string Producing reservoir number 1 64
AK prod_reservoir_2 string Producing reservoir number 2 64
AL prod_reservoir_3 string Producing reservoir number 3 64
AM prod_reservoir_4 string Producing reservoir number 4 64
AN prod_reservoir_5 string Producing reservoir number 5 64
AO prod_reservoir_6 string Producing reservoir number 6 64
AP prod_reservoir_7 string Producing reservoir number 7 64
AQ prod_reservoir_8 string Producing reservoir number 8 64
AR sum_of_perfs decimal Sum of all perfs zones in well
AS top_ft_1 decimal Top 1
AT bottom_ft_1 decimal Bottom of 1
AU interval_ft_1 decimal The interval between the first top and the bottom.
AV top_ft_2 decimal Top 2
AW bottom_ft_2 decimal Bottom of 2 
AX interval_ft_2 decimal The interval between the second top and the bottom.
AY top_ft_3 decimal Top 3
AZ bottom_ft_3 decimal Bottom of 3
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BA interval_ft_3 decimal The interval between the third top and the bottom.
BB top_ft_4 decimal Top 4
BC bottom_ft_4 decimal Bottom 4
BD interval_ft_4 decimal The interval between the forth top and the bottom.
BE top_ft_5 decimal Top 5 
BF bottom_ft_5 decimal Bottom 5 
BG interval_ft_5 decimal The interval between the fifth top and the bottom.
BH top_ft_6 decimal Top 6
BI bottom_ft_6 decimal Bottom 6 
BJ interval_ft_6 decimal The interval between the sixth top and the sixth bottom.
BK top_ft_7 decimal Top 7 
BL bottom_ft_7 decimal bottom 7
BM interval_ft_7 decimal The interval between the seventh top and seventh bottom.
BN top_ft_8 decimal Top 8 
BO bottom_ft_8 decimal Bottom 8
BP interval_ft_8 decimal The interval between the eighth top and bottom.

BQ watrvol_1_bbl decimal Water volume 1 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BR watrvol_2_bbl decimal Water volume 2 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BS watrvol_3_bbl decimal Water volume 3 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BT watrvol_4_bbl decimal Water volume 4 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BU watrvol_5_bbl decimal Water volume 5 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BV watrvol_6_bbl decimal Water volume 6 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BW watrvol_7_bbl decimal Water volume 7 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BX watrvol_8_bbl decimal Water volume 8 bbl. The amount of water recovered during a test.

BY bhp_1 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 1. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test (psi).

BZ bhp_2 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 2. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CA bhp_3 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 3. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CB bhp_4 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 4. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CC bhp_5 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 5. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CD bhp_6 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 6. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CE bhp_7 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 7. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CF bhp_8 decimal
Bottom Hole pressure measured 8. The flowing pressure measured at 
or near the bottom of a well during a well test.

CG durtn_hrs_1 decimal
Duration of hours 1, Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded 
to nearest tenth of an hour.

CH durtn_hrs_2 decimal
Duration hours 2 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CI durtn_hrs_3 decimal
Duration hours 3 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.
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CJ durtn_hrs_4 decimal
Duration hours 4 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CK durtn_hrs_5 decimal
Duration hours 5 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CL durtn_hrs_6 decimal
Duration hours 6 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CM durtn_hrs_7 decimal
Duration hours 7 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CN durtn_hrs_8 decimal
Duration hours 8 Duration of a test expressed in hours, rounded to 
nearest tenth of an hour.

CO testtype string Type of Test performed on well. 16

CP choke_mm decimal
The size of choke used during a flow test. Sizes in this spreadsheet 
are reported in (mm).

CQ shape string
Point coordinates for longitude and latitude using WGS84 Spatial 
Referencing System.
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